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Note on Language

arabic transliterations

Overall, I tend to follow the standard transliteration of Hans Wehr’s A

Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic, 4th ed. (Beirut: Librairie du Liban,

1994), with these notable exceptions:

: dh

: th

: kh

: sh

: gh

: w and �u as in Mawl�ud

saharan specifics and dates

Because Saharan names are genealogical in structure they tend to be rather

long. Daughters and sons are given their father’s name. A daughter’s first

name is separated from her father’s name by the word “daughter [of]”

written mint in the Sahara, instead of bint (literally, “daughter” in

Arabic), which is more common in Arabic-speaking countries. Sons’

names are followed bywuld, meaning “son [of].” In classical Arabic, and

in most places in the Arabic-speaking world, the “son of” is usually “ibn,”

often abbreviated to a simple “b.” Throughout this book I use both forms

when writing the names of women and men, depending on the source of

reference. The Islamic (Hijri) calendar was current in the region and

xiii
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period considered in this book. As much as possible, I have attempted to

supply exact dates in both the Hijri and Gregorian calendars, placing the

former first.

translations and foreign words

Translations from interviews and texts are mine, except where indicated.

Foreign words are usually in H
_
asānı̄ya, or in Arabic, Znāga, Wolof, or

Songhay where indicated. They appear in parentheses and/or italicized on

first mention only, and in the singular form with an “s” added for the

plural. Longer foreign expressions (such as Bilād al-S�udān) remain

italicized throughout. Arabic words that have entered mainstream

English, such as jihad and fatwa, are not italicized and are spelled as

such without diacritics. Most names of regions and towns are transliter-

ated, except for some commonly known ones (e.g., Timbuktu).

xiv Note on Language
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(Université de Nouakchott)
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ASR African Studies Review
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JRAS Journal of the Royal African Society

Mas
_
ādir Mas

_
ādir: Cahiers de Sources de l’Histoire de la Mauritanie

RFHOM Revue Française d’Histoire d’Outre-Mer

RMMM Revue du Monde Musulman et de la Méditerranée

SGPRVM Société de Géographie de Paris, Recueil de Voyages et

Mémoires
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Glossary

(
adı̄la (

(
adā’il): In the western Sahara, slabs or bars of rock salt (often

functioning as currency). In Timbuktu and Libyan markets, half a camel-

load.

(
Aghrayjı̄t: Town east of Tı̄shı̄t founded in 1267/1850–1 by the Awlād

Billa.

aı̄t: “Berber” for clan, family, people of, as in Aı̄t M�usā Wa
(
Aly

(prominent Tikna lineage).

(
ajamı̄ (from the Arabic term )ajam lit. non-Arab): Term used to

describe the transliteration in the Arabic script of non-Arabic languages

(such as Fulfulde, Hausa, Swahili, Wolof).

akābār (akwābı̄r): Trans-Saharan caravan or international caravan,

linking northern and western Africa, often organized by members of the

Wād N�un network (Tikna and Awlād B�u al-Sibā
(
).

akh
_
al (from the Arabic for blackest): Term used to designate a dark,

black cotton cloth imported from South Asia by way of European

merchants on the Atlantic coast.

Al-S
_
awı̄ra: Port city on the Atlantic coast, known as Essaouira or

Mogador, rebuilt by the Moroccan Sultan in 1127/1764.

amersāl: Salty earth crust sold in leather bags to herders as animal feed.

Most important amersāl deposits are in and around Tı̄shı̄t.

amuggār: Fairs in northwestern Sahara commemorating saints. Typic-

ally lasting for a week, these commercial fairs marked the end of the

caravan season.

xvii
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(
aqādı̄m: Caravan agent or chief worker in charge of outfitting caravans

and commandeering a crew of typically enslaved caravan workers.

)arab: Warrior nomads of the Sahara. Also referred to as h
_
asānı̄.

Azawād: Region of present-day northern Mali that includes Timbuktu,

Gao, Arawān, and Tawdenni.

bays
_
a: Unit of cotton that came to be a common currency in western

Africa from the seventeenth to the early twentieth century. Referred to in

French as (pièce de) guinée.

Bı̄d
_
ānı̄ (Bı̄d

_
ān): Inhabitants of the Sahara of mixed Arab, “Berber,” and

African origins, united by the common use of Hasaniya, the Arabic

colloquial language of the Sahara spoken in southern Morocco, western

Sahara, western Algeria, northern Mali, Mauritania, and Senegal.

Bilād Shinqı̄t
_
: The country of Shinqı̄t

_
i (spelled Chinguetti in French

documents). This is the name historically given to the region of Ādrār and

its vicinity. The reputation of the scholars of Bilād Shinqı̄t
_
was well

established in the Muslim world.

dhabı̄h
_
a: Ritual slaughtering (usually of a camel) performed by one

group for another as a gesture of submission, alliance, or/and to seek

protection.

dhimmı̄: In Islamic legal traditions, this is a non-Muslim of either Jewish

or Christian faith, living in Muslim lands and protected by local

authorities. These communities were subjected to a special tax (jizya)

and other restrictions on mobility and behavior.

faqı̄h (fuqāhā): Scholars of Islamic jurisprudence, or fiqh.

fatwā (fatāwā): Legal opinion issued by a muftı̄ versed in Islamic

jurisprudence.

filat�ur: Type of cloth (petite filature) imported by the French that was of

higher quality because of a finer weave.

getna: Date festival during the late summer in the regions of Ādrār and

Tagānit.

ghāfar (meaning “pardon”): Typeof customsdutyor tax imposedby local

emirsoncaravanerswhocrossed their territories. International traders suchas

theAwlādB�u al-Sibā
(
andTiknapaid a special, heavier, duty called theghāfar

al-shidd, or pardon for camel-loads.
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girba: Goatskin water container.

h
_
artāni (h

_
arātı̄n): Freed slave generally assimilated to Bid

_
ān culture.

h
_
asānı̄: See )Arab.

H
_
asānı̄ya: Lingua franca of the western Sahara, a mixture of Arabic,

“Berber,” and other African languages. Spelled Hasaniya throughout this

book.

H
_
awd: Region in southeastern Mauritania.

Imazighen (sing. Amazigh): The peoples of North and West Africa

typically labeled as “Berbers,” including speakers of Tashilh
_
ı̄t (e.g.,

Tikna), Tamashek (e.g., T
_
uāreg), and Tamazigh (e.g., Kabyles).

iqāla: Revocation of a sale with the consent of both parties (Islamic

law).

jaajgi: Landlord / broker in Soninké; the equivalent of the mai gida in

Hausa.

khunt: Word of uncertain origin, used generically for cloth. It came to

designate industrial cotton cloth made in South Asia and Europe.

kunnāsh (kanānı̄sh): Account book; also a collection of trade records

bound in a leather folder or a register.

leff: Political/tribal division of complementary opposites typical of

“Berber” groups (e.g., the Tikna clan is divided into two leffs: the Aı̄t

al-Jmal and the Aı̄t Billa).

Maghrib al-aqs
_
ā
)
(Arabic, lit. the farthest Maghrib): Expression used in

former times to designate the northern edges of the western Sahara, a

region located to the south of Morocco.

mah
_
alla: The nomadic emirate or state of Saharan rulers usually

composed of mounted armed horsemen and camels carrying members of

the ruling group (women, children, retinue), tents, supplies, and equipment.

Themah
_
alla traveled fromone endof the territory to the other holding court

and collecting tribute along the way.

mallāh
_
: Jewish quarter.

mars
_
a: Market along the Atlantic Coast or the Senegal River where

caravans met European traders.
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mudārāt: Tribute exacted by h
_
asānı̄ from zwāyā. The mudārāt

al-qawāfil were the tolls exacted by nomads and emirates on caravans

crossing their territory.

mudd (amdād or md�uda): Measure for dry goods (especially cereal)

with sizes varying by region.

muftı̄ (muftiyu): Legal scholar qualified to issue fatwas and nawāzil.

Nas
_
rānı̄ (Nas

_
āra): Christian European, especially French (to Saharans, I

am a Nas
_
rāniya). This epithet stems from the word Nasareth.

nawāzil: Short legal replies written by jurists in response to the concerns

of the general public (known as ajwı̄ba in other parts of the Muslim

world).

Ndar: Town referred to by the French as Saint-Louis du Sénégal.

Ni )ma: Town in eastern Mauritania, south of Walāta.

nomadize: To live a nomadic lifestyle. This is my translation of the

French verb nomadiser and the Arabic verb rah
_
ala, which has no

equivalent in English.

qād
_
ı̄ (qud

_
ā’): Judge of Islamic law.

qāfila (plur. qawāfil): Literally, “caravan” or “convoy” in Arabic.

qirād
_
: Limited-liability partnership contract between an immobile

merchant-investor and an itinerant trader.

rafga (rafa’ig): Interregional or “subsistence” caravans typically trading

salt for millet. From the Arabic rifqa, meaning company of people.

rat
_
l (art

_
āl): A measure for light or expensive goods such as ostrich

feathers. The measure varied, but it was approximately 500 grams in

nineteenth-century Sahara.

rih
_
la (plu. rih

_
alāt): Pilgrimage travelogue.

Sāqiya al-H
_
amrā

)
: Northwestern desert region in present-day western

Sahara.

shigg (shg�ug): Half a camel-load.

Shinqı̄t
_
i: Town in northern Mauritania (spelled Chinguetti in French

documents).
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Shurfa (Shurafā’; sing. Sharı̄f): Linked through genealogy to the family

of the Prophet Muh
_
ammad. Also used in the adjective “Sharifian.”

T
_
arı̄q al-Lamt�una (T

_
arı̄q Lamt�unı̄): Caravan itinerary fromN�ul Lamt

_
a

to Awdaghust, made historical by the Almoravids.

Tashilh
_
ı̄t: “Berber” language spoken by groups in the Maghrib,

including the Tikna.

Tind�uf: Caravan town in Algeria founded by the Tajakānit in 1268/1852;

important caravan crossroads until the early twentieth century.

Tı̄shı̄t: Town in the middle of today’s Mauritania located next to an

amersāl pan (see above). It became an important market in the eighteenth

and nineteenth centuries.

tishtār: Dried salted meat, staple of caravaners.

T
_
rāb-al-Bı̄d

_
ān: The land of the Bid

_
ān, which encompasses the regions of

southern Morocco, western Algeria, northern and parts of western Mali,

Mauritania, and parts of northern Senegal (see Bid
_
ān).

)uq�ud (sing. )aqd): Contract.

us
_
�ul al-fiqh: Classic sources of Islamic law.

Wād N�un: Tikna homeland on the northern edge of the western Sahara

(now a part of southern Morocco).

Wādān: Town near Shinqı̄t
_
i and an important caravan center until the

early nineteenth century.

Walāta: Town in easternMauritania, intellectual sister city of Timbuktu.

wangāla: Traditional rotating lunch association.

zakāt: Islamic tithe paid after Ramadan.

Znāga: Name of the “Berber” language prevalent in Mauritania before

the spread of Hasaniya; also meaning tributary groups of the )arab or the

zwāyā (sometimes also called lah
_
ma).

zwāyā: The clerical classes in the Sahara. They were the custodians of

Islamic teaching and law.
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Maps

map 1. Western Africa.
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map 2. Saharan orientation.
Source: Julio Caro Baroja, Estudios saharianos (Madrid, 1955), 66.
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map 5. Main markets and caravan routes of the Wād N�un trade network in the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

Maps xxvii
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map 6. Principal resources of western Africa.

xxviii Maps
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